
It's intriguing the ladies and intimidating the gents! It's red, hot and blue! Disturbing and burping. Rattling, shaking 

and shivering! It's dangerous, sexy and liquid! It’s The Real Sound of POWERSOLO and it’s out on Crunchy Frog in May 
2014. 

The Real Sound is a return to the roots of POWERSOLO. But this time they dig even deeper than ever and deliver a 

string of catchy tunes with crazy lyrical hooks that could have been one hit wonder 7”’s back in the 50’s, 60’s or even the 
70's. They are the type of songs that would be found on the Las Vegas Grind and Nuggets compilations. It’s music you 
can dance to, prance to, rock and roll (in the biblical sense) to, and get into some serious trouble to. Celebrating the time 
when music had a sense of fun, sex and danger to it. This is the real sound of rock’n’roll. The real sound of 
POWERSOLO. 

The Real Sound? What is The Real Sound? 

The Real Sound is the un-thought sound of two brains, one leg and four arms. Digging the middle tone in the trombone 
smoking zone of the wild beasts of the Jalaba! It is a “Jurassic Sex Party”! And it is the “Boom Babba Do Ba Dabba” of 
the 21st century! It is the tale of the “Sasquatch” and his “Two Headed Woman” wearing a “Leather Suit”. The “Frantic” 
tale of the “Sloppy Bird” flying over Paris looking for “Des Filles”. And YES! It is the tale of the girl with “The Big Lips” 
tasting the “Sonic Sauce” with her “Salty Lick” and “The New Fashioned Girl” trying to “Milk That Thang!”“ 

Railthin and Crisp brothers 

POWERSOLO is two rail thin brothers. Thee Railthin Brothers. Two wild rock and roll creatures from the future living in 
the past and hailing the present with their unique musical sound - The Real Sound. Once again, the brothers have 
teamed up with another pair of siblings, the crisp team of brothers, Jesper Reginal and The Great Nalna (The Tremolo 
Beer Gut, etc), who also produced both the "It's Raceday ...", "Egg" and “Buzz Human” albums. The result is nothing 
short of legendary.  

But wait, can it perhaps become even more legendary? That sounds unreal. An unreal sound? No,more than that: a 
zound, mothers! The Unreal Zound of POWERSOLO! 

The Unreal Zound? What is The Unreal Zound? 

Since the first time POWERSOLO recorded for The Finest Recording Organization in The Universe (that’s right: Crunchy 
Frog) Boss Frog Jesper Reginal suggested that a hip hop producer ought to work on the band’s songs. Of course it’d 
have to be a producer that had the history, the chops and the smarts to treat the PowerSongs with all due respect and all 
due irreverence and come up with a record that matched the rambunctious juicyness of the so-called original. The first 
and only choice was Mister Tue Track.  

Tue Track is the undisputed king of hip hop for the thinking, drinking and ka-ching-king. Part of the premier Danish 

hip hop band Malk de Koijn and several other incarnations he produces the sassy, groovy tracks with eclectic influences 
from many genres other than the obvious. A mix that shakes your ass as much as it shakes your preconception about 
what hip hop should be. A mix that you haven’t tasted before. A mix you can’t get enough of. A mix that POWERSOLO 
can get behind. In a big way.  

Tue Track slice and dice a selection of songs from The Real Sound of... to comprise a stand-alone and utterly original 

long player album called The Unreal Zound of POWERSOLO. Emphatically NOT a remix-album. This is the REAL unreal 
album. An album made for the future, in the present, sampling and honouring the past. 

In Denmark The Unreal Zound of POWERSOLO will be released in the Indian summer of 2014. All single releases will 
include both the Real and the Unreal version of the songs. And the first cut is “Boom Babba Do Ba Dabba”. A single with 
two #1 hits on it. Pick a chart and this song should be at the very top.  

A hardworking band 

POWERSOLO gave us songs such as “Kat Nazer”, the Tunisian kat with devil horns and seven tails. “Juanito”, the 
famous chart hitting song about the Mexican porno wrestler. “Baby You Ain't Looking Right”, the song that made the TV-
series American Horror Story even more horrifying and Heineken Beer taste even better. “Canned Love” that got Coca 
Cola Zero voted “the sexiest soft drink in South America”. “Knucklehead” that raised the Danish blockbuster Klovn to 
heavenly heights, and recently “I Love You But I Hate You” selling the new Renault Megane worldwide. So far, 
POWERSOLO have been the masterminds behind six albums, a soundtrack, a 10”-split with Heavy Trash, four 7”-
singles and several contributions to compilations. They are hardworking and dedicated people who wake up every 



morning just to play music. Maybe that’s why POWERSOLO never stop touring but always have a new gig planned 
somewhere in the world. 

CRUNCHY FROG 

THINGS SAID ABOUT POWERSOLO (US press) 

 

“Massive and mobile, revved-up and smirking wired manic relentlessness with polished precision musicianship and 
plenty of gratuitous sonic elegance and refinement within their genre-shifting role playing. But no matter what they try 
these guys can really make it come to life (..) So good it’s ridiculous!”  Dream Magazine 

“PowerSolo's opening set showed why Spencer would seek them out for support. Both its R&B/soul-punk and its two 
guitars and drums lineup are a nod to Spencer's Blues Explosion and their shared affection for hill-country blues. But 
frontman Kim 'Kix' Jeppesen has a much goofier stage presence than Spencer, opting for the facial tics, clucks and barks 
of a trailer trash psychobilly rather than the cool, swagger of Sun Records stars. Jeppesen engaged the crowd, often 
bringing his goofiness down from the stage.“ NBC4.com 

“People were just losing their shit all around me, it was infectious. The charismatic frontman (Kim Kix) was totally playing 
to the crowd, giving a lot of shoutouts to "the ladies" and doing mini-windmills on his guitar. (..) At any rate, they are 
seriously talented musicians and the crowd was really having a great time at this show.” ThreeImaginaryGirls.com 

“Powersolo mixes punk, rockabilly and psychedelia into a stew of pure fun. (..) Crank this one up and take a road trip 
through the silly cities of your imagination.” Blog Critics Magazine 

“Tunes about truckin,’ fuckin’, and NASCAR, mopey C&W, amphetamine-laced rockabilly, and a jewel-case picture of the 
band hanging off a tractor in the middle of a farm field. Where else could Powersolo call home than Aarhus, Denmark?” 
Illinois Entertainer, September 2007 

“To dismiss PowerSolo as pure goof rock is tempting. But it's impossible not to see something more in the band -- the 
group is the aural equivalent of that friend whose sense of humor is sometimes supremely embarrassing, but who's 
worth sticking with nonetheless. (..) there's something to this band that goes beyond the shtick and will likely gain a good 
bit of attention, with or without the goof factor.” Pittsburgh City Paper 

“PowerSolo is Heavy Trash's out-of-control little brother, a trio that created their own genre of music called Donkey Punk; 
a combo of rockabilly, country, blues, and surf mixed with punk rock. And if this sound doesn't allow you to loosen up and 
deal with all the baloney in the world, have someone check you for a pulse.” Local vertical blog 

“Then they took the stage. Wow did they have energy. The music was rock/rockabilly/psych everything. Kim, the lead 
singer and a guitarist was amazing with his facial expressions and range of vocals. He would do this singing that almost 
sounded guttural, but was perfect for the song. He also loved to dance around the stage. The descriptions on the 
internets stating they are a great performance did not lie. My cheeks were hurting after awhile from smiling and laughing 
and just having fun.” Metroblogging Portland 

 

 


